Fertilizer Essentials
Feed and protect your outdoor living space for maximum enjoyment
Bee-Organic
Fertilizer applications using only natural organic materials. NO pesticides
will Bee-used!

Crabgrass Control






Included in Bee-GREEN, Bee-GREENER and Bee-GREENEST Programs
Applied early Spring: from mid-March through mid-April.
Crabgrass is a summer annual grass weed and killed by the first frost. To prevent Crabgrass we use
a pre-emergence herbicide which stops the Crabgrass from germinating. This treatment is not
effective once Crabgrass is visible in the lawn so it must be applied early.
Bee-Lawn's goal is to provide 100% control of crabgrass, but due to changing weather conditions and
cultural practices 95% -100% control is obtained by this treatment.

Spring Weed Control and Fertilizer





Included in Bee-GREEN, Bee-GREENER and Bee-GREENEST Programs
Applied in Spring: from mid-April through mid-June
This treatment eliminates broadleaf weeds like dandelion, clover, plantain, ground ivy, wild onion
and 120 other weeds. At the same time it feeds your lawn with a balanced fertilizer, giving it a
rich green and lush appearance.

Lawn Insect Control




Included in Bee-GREENEST Program only
Applied in Summer: from July-August
Insects can cause a great deal of damage to your lawn. Bee-Lawn treats your lawn for a wide
range of lawn-feeding insects. Such insects are: grubs, lawn moths, sod webworm, chinch bugs,

Fall Fertilizer




Included in Bee-GREEN program only
Applied in late Summer: from late August-September
In the summer your lawn undergoes heat and drought stress. Bee-Lawn applies a fertilizer high in
nitrogen and rich in potassium so your lawn is strong enough to survive and minimize the
damage from these stressors. It also helps the lawn to recover from the stress it was under and
fill in any thin areas that developed during the summer heat.
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Fall Fertilizer and Weed Control






Included in Bee-GREENER and Bee-GREENEST programs
Applied in late Summer: from late August-September
In the summer your lawn undergoes great heat and drought stress.
When the lawn starts to green-up again in late summer, Bee-Lawn
applies a fertilizer high in nitrogen and rich in potassium. This helps
the lawn to recover from the stress it was under and fill in any thin
areas that developed during the summer heat.
We also apply another broadleaf weed control application continues to eliminate the unwanted
weeds in your lawn.

Late Fall Fertilizer




Included in Bee-GREENER and Bee-GREENEST programs
Applied in late Fall: from late October-November
Fertilizing in late Fall prepares the lawn for winter and encourages an early green-up in the
following spring.
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